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ABOUT US
THINKER d.o.o. Skopje
Thinker is a company settled in Skopje, North Macedonia, that specializes in cloud based enterprise
software solutions. From requirements gathering to deployment and maintenance of the final solution,
we master at every stage of software development. With more than 10 years of professional experience,
we provide a range of services, such as software development, project management, technical consultancy, UI & UX design, operations and much more.
We develop custom software solutions for businesses, as well as provide already developed products.
Our specialities reside in hospitality, management and custom enterprise systems. With a versatile technical capabilities including, but not limited to Web applications, Mobile applications (Native & Hybrid),
Cloud and On-Premise based systems, Hardware interfacing and Internet of Things (IoT) we can help you
achieve accuracy, mobility and speed in your business process.

Our Services
UI & UX DESIGN

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT

CONSULTANCY SERVICES

We are working with cutting-edge

Building and designing well-structured,

With more than 10 years of professional

technologies to bring you and develop

and hand-crafted user interfaces to

experience in building small, medium

the best system possible that meets

increase the speed of your business

and large scale systems, we can provide

your needs. We specialize in web based

process along side retaining correct-

you with technological insights, knowl-

enterprise systems, deployed on cloud

ness and accuracy of the system.

edge and know-how to develop and build

or on-premise. Additionally we develop

your system to match your needs and

mobile applications (Native & Hybrid),

fulfill your business requirements.

so you can embrace the mobility in your
business process.

IoT & HARDWARE INTERFACING

SYSTEM INFRASTRUCTURE

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

We can help interface your business

System infrastructure is a fundamental

Smart reports can give you an advan-

process peripherals and integrate them

part of one system. With good system

tage over your competitors. Let us help

into your system. Additionally we have

infrastructure, you can benefit in opera-

you build automated smart reports for

experience

systems

tions and finances of your business. We

your business, so you can track your

interfacing with sensors helping you

building

IoT

have more than 10 years of experience

company progress wherever you are.

automate your working process.

in building cloud & on-premise based
systems.
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ECash Live

TM
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ECash live is a restaurant management and operations HORECA system. It is a cloud-based system
with optional on-premise installation. ECash live is a complete rewrite and recreation of 20+ years
standalone restaurant system. Developed from ground up with more than 10 years of engineering
experience and 20+ years of know-how for restaurant operation and management.

Cloud & POS Devices
Management and configuration of base data such as
Items, Menus, Table plans, Users, POS Devices,
Customers, etc.
Live Transactions preview.
Smart reports that give you great insight in your
business operation turnover, reprasentation, guest
numbers, sold items, etc.
Invoicing and accounting journal.
Integrated with many big accounting systems.
POS Devices with integrated touch screen.
Mobile application to improve waiters agility and avoid
congestions.

Kitchen Ticket System
Tracking your orders in your kitchens using digital
tickets.
Order status changes and ticket management.
Well designed user interface accessible through touch
monitors, pointers and keyboards.
Working with complex kitchen processes for large
restaurants using queues that are highly configurable
and can be setup to meet all your requirements.

QR E-Order
QR E-Order is an online application and accessable
simply via scanning a QR code.
Simple menu preview, as well as direct ordering from
table.
Delivery and Takeaway cappabilities.
Integration with multiple payment services that enable
your clients to pay for their order online.
Sychronized with your cloud data.
Simple and well designed user interface.
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Thinker QMS
ThinkerQMS is a queue management system. It was developed for the Single Point of Service offices
of the Ministry of Information Society and Administration, North Macedonia. It is a cloud based, multilingual system that can operate on multiple locations (offices). The system is highly configurable via
its versatile admin console. Developed with responsive design in mind to be easily used on different
types of devices. Along the main workings of the application, there is a plugin application (meant for
public use) that enables the clients to make an appointment as well as give rating of the service they
received.
The system has great suite of reports that can give you comprehensive insight of the inner workings
of your offices. With these reports, you can get information on how much work-load have certain locations or counters, so you can easily scale your most requested services. Additionally, there are reports
of employees performance from the ratings that they received from your clients.

QMS application
Cloud & On-premise based system
Highly configurable
Multilingual
Multiple integrated locations (offices)
Comprehensive performance reports
Employee console for ticket summoning and ticket
status change
Security console for security employees

KIOSK (Ticket Printer)

COUNTER DISPLAY (LED Matrix)

A002

6

A001

4

Z004

11

QUEUE DISPLAY (Smart TV)

Plugin application for public use
Basic location (office) information
Clients can make appoitments so they do not have to
wait on the premisses of your office
Clients can leave rating for the service they recieved
Real-time reports of the service (counter) availability
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Thinker Cargo
Thinker Cargo is an aviation cargo system developed for TAV Airport in Republic of North Macedonia.
It is a closed, on-premise system for managing avio-cargo operations. The system includes all necessary modules for avio-cargo management. It is highly configurable and versatile, giving the avio company ability to customize the system for their work process. Alongside the operation modules, there is
a great collection of static and dynamic reports that will deliver you a great insight of the inner-workings of your cargo department. It includes integrations with major ERP and customs systems. It was
developed with SOLID principles, which makes the system easily extensible with new features and
integrations.

Some of the major features of the system are:
1. Inventory management (imports & exports)
2. Common registers, users and their privileges
3. Invoicing
3. Audit information
4. Management of cargo manifests
5. Customs records
6. Consolidation & Deconsolidation
7. Positioning
8. Bill of landing
9. Redeption of bill of landing
10. Bank guarantee
11. ERP systems integration
12. Customs systems integration
13. Hardware and peripherals integration
14. Static and dynamic reports
and much more...
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We would like to hear
from you!
We are a company that likes designing and building systems that help enterprises in any
way. We are always pursuing new challenges and endeavors. If you find our services and
products matching your needs and requirements, feel free to contact us anytime.
We are looking forward to our first meeting.

From requirements gathering to deployment and maintenance
of the final solution, we excel in every stage of software
development.
REQUIREMENTS,
PLANING and
ANALYSIS

MAINTENANCE

DESIGN

DEPLOYMENT

Contact us
Orce Nikolov 137, Skopje, North Macedonia
+389 2 313 1012
contact@thinker.io
www.thinker.io

IMPLEMENTATION

TESTING

